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WHACKY WHEELS

James Grygiel, Bill Guthrie, and Andy Jackson competing ( along with
Terry Colley, who was moving too fast for the camera to catch him) in
the Scooter Mille held in South Australia October 2014. See story inside.

This is the 100th edition of the MCSC magazine !
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We’ve Never Been to Aberdeen before !!!
It did conflict with our regular Willoughby Street Fair , but Geoff and I
thought the challenge of, for me a 530 kms round trip, and with the prospect of
reasonable weather was too good to turn down. For Geoff, living on the central
Coast it was a mere 320 or so kms. Geoff decided to put the trailer to work. Well
that wasn’t to be ( the weather that is), so we now had an expectation of showers,
but it was not wet when I left home just after dawn. Yes it did start to rain about 5
minutes into the drive, and for probably 400 kms it rained ( there and back) and in
fact it bucketed down at times. I did have an unscheduled stop near Muswellbrook,
but that was not water related, and a long piece of wire got me the rest of the way
there and back. The new Hunter expressway certainly makes the drive a breeze.
At one stage I was passed by a group of 7 muscle cars ( passed, not
overtaken), who seemed to enjoy the sight of something with an engine < 10% of
theirs. I caught them at Aberdeen as they were parking next to where Geoff was also
setting up. A typical country fair, with a good selection of cars, machinery,
entertainment, rides ( incl helicopter) food, drink, and country produce. ...John.

Geoff Goodwin beside his Trojan and my Prinz . Note the sunshine + storm clouds

And We’ve Never Been to the MGCC Event before !!!
Sunday 19th Oct and the MG car club moved its concours to Silverwater park, and
despite having thousands of Cyclists passing by on one side of the park ( charity
run), there were no incidents and no-one hurt. A big roll up of 148 MG’s and my
Prinz was amongst the 6 non marque guests. It was a good, well run event, and
being a former MG Car Club member ( maybe 15 years back ), it was interesting to
recognise many of the cars and catch up with their owners. ….John.
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Knox College Garden Day Friday 5th Sept
The Annual Garden day is a tradition at Knox College in the leafy Northern
suburb of Wahroonga. One of our members, Cos, is a teacher there, and
suggested that we could make the day a little more interesting for attendees,
by having a small display of Micros/ Scooters on the day.
The idea is to close off a street near the school, have some home owners
open their gardens to the many visitors, set up 20 or so stalls, sell tickets,
merchandise, food and drink, then entertain the visitors with trios, quartets,
etc of musicians from the school, plus of course the very well respected
Pipes and Drums of their marching ( military ? ) bands. Being in the selected
street, St Edmunds special school also joined in with activities of their own.
In all, a good day, with just one heavy downpour to wash the dust off our
cars. This day is one of the few events available to cars, on a weekday.
Bob’s Carryall, Graham’s Heinkel, Fred’s Messerschmitt, and Tim’s R360

Fred, Graham, Bob & John in front of Graham’s Heinkel, and Bob’s Goggo
( Tim must have been at lunch when the photo was taken !)
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More on Knox College Garden Day
Left Colo 7.40 sailed down the putty road stopping at Wilberforce for petrol, as usual bikes,
other drivers and the attendant all came to ask questions. The attendant quite surprised how far
I was going and asked "how long will it take".
It has been a long time since I travelled through Castle Hill. I made the mistake of going
through the shopping centre instead of the by-pass, taking 15 minutes to do so. The other
surprise was the number of Red Light and Speed Cameras that have sprung up all along the
way. Give me Hawkesbury and country roads any time! Arrived 9.50 get waved into the street
to find Graham Sims and Bob Billiards parked. Tim in his trusty Mazda then arrived and later
John in the yellow peril.
Later a walk along the tree lined street, checking out the loos, food and stalls that were being
set up, deciding which ones to revisit later. Not having a great interest in seeing the open
houses and gardens the day became more of a club chat and exchange information day. It was
surprising how many ladies came up asking about the cars, then answering their questions etc.
It appears no matter where I (you) go these days someone known to you will be there. This
day was no exception, Bob came up to me and said Robert is here looking for you! Surprised,
I asked "who"? It turned out to be my chiropractor who (through all the service he's given me)
is able to send his son to Knox Grammar School.
He is also a music teacher and his two boys play instruments in the school bands.
A shower of rain saw four of us standing under two umbrellas. John R needs lessons on how
(not) to poke people in the eye and on how to keep others dry.
During my second walk along the stalls I sampled European salami and meats, then got talked
into buying Goat cheese. The day ended, for me, after the Knox Scottish Pipe Band marched
up and down enthralling the crowd.
As Chatswood display was on the next day I had made arrangements to stay with a
friend at Eastwood to save me travelling 80km home. Attending Chatswood fell into a heap as
rain overnight and the next morning dampened my enthusiasm to attend, so made my way
home in torrential rain. ……… Fred

Fred & Messerschmitt

Prinz & Goggo Carryall
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Fred’s Ramblings
How long will we be driving for ?
According to the 2014 Motor Vehicle Census,
there are 17.6 million motor vehicles, including
motor cycles, registered in Australia. Imagine
all those cars and bikes fitted out with handsfree technology; steering and braking and
commanding the roads.
I recently pondered the idea that a hacker, grown
bored with celebrity nudes, could hijack the highway, redirecting driverless cars to engage in all
manner of badness and destruction. Then the
thought of driverless trucks, that will lead to untold
thousands of paunchy men in blue singlets being
tossed on the jobless scrap-heap-not to mention all
those people cooking mixed grills in truck stops across the nation.
Genuine driverless cars are not yet tootling down highways. That won’t happen
until next year, sort of, Google launches its bubble-shaped two-seater that has no
steering wheel or brake pedal for extended trialling in the US.
The Google project is in the limelight, but makers such as Mercedes Benz, General
Motors, and Volvo have driver-less prototypes at various stages of development.
In January, Audi tested a driver less car in Las Vegas under the supervision of
flanking police cars. Last month, the Audi was being trialled on a Florida highway.
As the Audi trials began, the British government announced it was preparing rules
to allow autonomous vehicles on the highways– prompting an online report last
month that boldly declared “robotic cars are set to prowl the streets of Britain by
next January”.
In Australia, robotics are taking over our late-model cars, piece by piece like a
helpful cancer—with functions such as active cruise control (the car backs off, and
maintains a safe distance from car ahead), automatic braking, anti-lane drift and nohands parking. Provided you only try parking on the left lane!
The next step is to have our cars talking to one another and to the road. This work
has been pioneered be an Adelaide company, Cohda Wireless.
In two to three years, part of the Victorian roadway will be outfitted with
communication beacons for a major trial of V2V (vehicle to vehicle) and V2I
(vehicle to infrastructure) technologies—along the lines of a large-scale trial that’s
been under development since 2012 in Ann Arbor, Michigan, and now involves
almost 3000 cars, buses trucks and motorbikes, and is to be expanded to 9000
vehicles over the next two years.
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Some Whacky Wheels photos…………….

Above is a Messerschmitt, but what is the 3 wheeler below ?

Retired teacher Antonio La Cava runs the villages of Basilicata in his lovely little book mo
bile to promote reading. Every week, he announces his arrival in the village squares with the
sound of an organ. The children eagerly wait for him and then congregate on the steps to
browse the books. Does it really get any better than that? (Italian Countryside)
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All British Day at the Kings School Aug 17th
Sydney’s unseasonable but welcome rain washed out plans to run this
annual and popular event. Rescheduled for Sunday 14th September.
Sunday 14th came and the event was again cancelled…..not sure of
the reason. This enabled a couple of extra participants to join up with the
other 5 who braved the balmy spring sunny weather at ……...
Linnwood House ( Guildford )..for their bi monthly Open Day.
Our first appearance at this historic venue, and we complemented the
50 vehicle display of Historic military vehicles, including those from the
Lancer’s Barracks plus speedway cars, bikes plus the Vincent Owners Club,
and a variety of others on display. Our group comprised Allen on Scooter
( awarded the ‘best Scooter), Keith & Monica’s Lloyd, Vic’s Mazda R360 ( I
think, the ‘best original’ ), and John’s Prinz ( ‘best micro’).
A great story behind Vic’s R360, discovered in a barn in Bathurst
when he was buying a vintage radio for his father, and had to buy it. Turns
out it had 15,000 miles on the clock and lay waiting for Vic for 38 years.
Just by chance, Fletch from Classic Restos was there to do a story on
the Military Vehicles, but we got him interested in Vic’s classic. Fletch
decided there and then to do a story on the Mazda R360, and it was shown
on ‘Classic Restos’ two weeks later. I think someone’s Jeep was dropped.
Fortunately it was in good enough
condition to not need a full restoration,
just a bit of fixing here and there, new
tyres, a full detail, and now running and
looking like it should. We now have two
of these rare and wonderful wittle whacky
Kei cars in our club, and both located in
Sydney. Tim’s has been through a full resto,
and Vic’s, a revitalisation…John R
Above is Vic &
Fletch with the
R360.
Right is John,
Fletch, Vic
Allen and Keith
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Micros, Motors and Masterpieces Around Europe from Phil Martin
This last September, I travelled to Europe to take a vacation, catch up with the
family and generally tour around a little, something we have done on previous
occasions, only this time with a difference. The general objective was to satisfy
everyone’s desires for a holiday which included sailing, hiking, sightseeing and
champagne tasting. The masterstroke for me was to interweave the wine tasting
and cathedral visits with some focussed visits to the superb car collections that
abound in Europe! My first target was the Auto & Technik Museum, Sinsheim,
Germany. Like most things I was made aware of Sinsheim through the internet
(http://sinsheim.technik-museum.de/en) and its appeal initially was the presence of
the Concorde and the TU 144 Concordski, apart from some magnificent cars, trains,
planes, tanks etc. The Museum did not disappoint. As you drive up to the Museum
the dominating presence of the supersonic aircraft hits you. The aircraft are part of a
larger exhibition of planes, all of which can be entered and toured around. For the
young at heart you can even take a slippery dip ride from selected planes down
through the roof into the exhibition halls. The Museum is a sort of super Power
House collection of some 30,000 sqm of indoor exhibits with an additional outdoor
collection of a full complement of WWII tanks and missiles. Sinsheim has one of
the only two surviving Mercedes G4 field cars (operational) which you see
regularly in WWII footage in Nazi parades (eerie to stand next to it) as well as the
parade Grosse Mercedes. A startling discovery was a Messerschmitt KR200 fitted
with an aircraft propeller on the rear and skis. There were plenty of micros and
scooters, ranging from Vespas and Lambrettas through to a full range of Heinkels
and 200 motorcycles. Sinsheim is also home to Brutus, a massive 1908 vehicle
fitted with a 12 cylinder 500 hp 46 litre aircraft engine. The car featured on Top
Gear last year and one of its tricks is to fry sausages at the exhaust end. The
Museum holds Brazzletag (May 2015) where Brutus and many other exhibits take
to the road. The collection
is vast and diverse, with a
strong component of WWII
machinery but also recent
supercars and F1 racers.
It also has a Bugatti Royale,
but more of that later.
At Right is a Propeller driven
KR at Sinsheim
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Micros, Motors and Masterpieces Around Europe from Phil Martin
Our road trip took us through the cuckoo- clock country of the Schwarzwald and
we stumbled across an unexpected treasure. Stadt Schramberg is home to the Auto-und
Uhrenwelt collection (http://www.auto-und-uhrenwelt.de/de/Home)a curious combination
of cars and clocks! The origin can be traced back to the site of a clock factory that once
employed 2000 workers. The museum has two sites in close walking distance. The first
was an Aladdin’s cave of micros and scooters. The museum had a complete line up of
Messerschmitts that included the remains of a prototype Fend Schmitt, a Flitzer, KR 175,
KR 200’s, KR 201, and two TG 500s; a sports model and a bubble top. All the cars looked
in original condition. Quite amazing, and complemented by an example of the super small
KR 200 being manufactured in the UK at present. Other notables were Lloyds,
Goggomobils, Isettas, Heinkels and Heinkel scooters as well as many rare Germany micros
and many motor cycles. There is also an extensive collection of rare and ancient clocks,
manufactured on the site in times past. The second site contains the relatively recent
collection of cars, sports types, Ferraris, Mercedes and, interestingly for a museum, a
Lamborghini that had evidently come to a sudden stop at a brick wall that had modified the
overall length considerably! The visit was rounded off by the departure of the Porsche club
of Deutschland that managed to fill the car park with an extensive range of motoring
excellence before roaring off into the distance.
The visit to the Black Forest was made even more interesting by the fact that that very
weekend was the Hochschwarzwald Classic advertised as “a highlight for all friends of
classic cars: the pleasure of driving without rallying-the pure essence of classic art”. This
meant that the roads abounded with classic cars the entire weekend, ranging from TR6’s,
Austin Healey’s, Rolls Royces and of course Mercedes and Porsches. Is this a dream?

Schramberg Black Forest

Messerschmitt line up also Schramberg
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Micros, Motors and Masterpieces Around Europe from Phil Martin
The next “bucket-list” visit was to the famed Cite de l’Automobile, Mullhouse France better
known as the Collection Schlumpf. This again first came to my attention via the internet
(http://citedelautomobile.com/en/home) and I guess most people will have seen the pictures
of the fantastic Bugattis that live here courtesy of the obsession of Fritz Schlumpf. In 1957,
the Schlumpf brothers bought the HKD textile factory, a former woollen mill in Mulhouse.
Between 1961 and 1963, Fritz Schlumpf secretly bought large numbers of classic cars. To
make these purchases, he linked up with various buyers in France, Switzerland, England,
Italy, Germany and the USA. Half of his collection (over 200 cars) came from just 13 of
them. Fritz Schlumpf continued to use his industrial wealth to buy up classic European cars,
while avoiding American models. The factory went into liquidation in 1976 and things
turned ugly as the workers rebelled and the brothers moved on, leaving the collection as a
historical monument. Promoted as the largest collection in the world (more than 400) the
collection covers some 25000m2. It is a cliché but this really is something to be seen to be
believed for car lovers. There are many, many vintage, veteran and classics, quite a few
added after Fritz Schlumpf’s departure and covering several eras of motoring. The cars are
displayed in wide avenues festooned with 900 period lamp posts reproduced specifically to
Fritz Schlumpf’s specification to mimic those on the Alexandre III bridge in Paris. The three
themed areas are : History of the automobile from 1808; Motor Racing and Motorcar
Masterpieces. I was particularly fascinated with the Bugattis in the Masterpiece
Collection. These included two of the only 6 known examples of the Bugatti Royale. The
Gem of the collection for me would be the Bugatti Royale Napoleon Coupe. This car
epitomises the pinnacle of the motor car as an art form! Just magnificent when you stand
next to it rather than view pictures.

Intrepid Reporter at Mullhouse, Cite de l’Automobile Schlumpf Collection
**See next edition as Phil moves onto the famed Goodwood Revival**
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Motorclassica Concours ... Boon’s Whacky wheels sold
Motorclassica - a one-of-a-kind event for Australasia, the Australian International
Concours d'Elegance attracts the most beautiful and prestigious classic cars from collections
around the world. Incorporating a range of events for classic car enthusiasts of all stripes,
including a series of on-road tours, a Classic Motor Show, Club Sandwich which hosts Car
Club bests from across Victoria and a classic car auction. Held in Melbourne's heritagelisted royal exhibition halls each year, it is a must see for automotive enthusiasts. Around
500 classic cars and motorcycles spanning more than 100 years of history filled the halls of
a building that formerly hosted Melbourne's motor show.
This year's show featured priceless models including original examples of the
classic Shelby Cobra 427 and Lancia Stratos Stradale sports cars. Mercedes-Benz presented
its latest SL-class convertible alongside a priceless one-of-a-kind 220SL prototype. Jaguar
took along an F-Type Coupe which it displayed alongside a classic E-Type.
A special allocated section of the show
was taken up by auction house Theodore Bruce
Auctions. Amongst the rare and beautiful cars
featured in the catalogue is none other than my
little Lloyd and some giants of the past. A Bentley
R-Type Continental led the event's auction, selling
for a tidy $1,060,000 plus thousands more in fees
(20% buyer’s premium) and taxes. The dark green
Bentley enjoyed a place in the spotlight for a
second time, having originally taken the stand
at the 1955 Australian motor show.
A beautiful 1937 BMW 327 convertible
brought $170,000 and our little Lloyd Hartnett
fetched $14,000. Boon Lim.
+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

One set of ‘wed’ whacky wheels
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WD-40 Uses:
1. Protects silver from tarnishing.
2. Removes road tar and grime from cars.
3. Cleans and lubricates guitar strings.
4. Gives floor that 'just-waxed' sheen without making them slippery.
5. Keeps the flies off of Cows, Horses, and other Farm Critters, as well. (Ya gotta love this one!!!)
6. Restores and cleans chalkboards.
7. Removes lipstick stains.
8. Loosens stubborn zippers.
9. Untangles jewelry chains.
10. Removes stains from stainless steel sinks.
11. Removes dirt and grime from the barbecue grill.
12. Keeps ceramic / terracotta garden pots from oxidizing.
13. Removes tomato stains from clothing.
14. Keeps glass shower doors free of water spots.
15. Camouflages scratches in ceramic and marble floors.
16. Keeps scissors working smoothly.
17. Lubricates noisy door hinges on both home and vehicles doors.
18. It removes that nasty tar and scuff marks from the kitchen flooring.
It doesn't seem to harm the finish and you won't have to scrub nearly as hard to get them off.
Just remember to open some windows if you have a lot of marks.
19. Remove those nasty Bug guts that will eat away the finish on your car if not removed quickly!
20. Gives a children's playground gym slide a shine for a super fast slide.
21. Lubricates gearshift and mower deck lever for ease of handling on riding mowers...
22. Rids kids rocking chair and swings of squeaky noises.
23. Lubricates tracks in sticking home windows and makes them easier to open.
24. Spraying an umbrella stem makes it easier to open and close.
25. Restores and cleans padded leather dashboards in vehicles, as well as vinyl bumpers.
26. Restores and cleans roof racks on vehicles.
27. Lubricates and stops squeaks in electric fans.
28. Lubricates wheel sprockets on tricycles, wagons, and bicycles for easy handling.
29. Lubricates fan belts on washers and dryers and keeps them running smoothly.
30. Keeps rust from forming on saws and saw blades, and other tools.
31. Removes grease splatters from stovetops.
32. Keeps bathroom mirror from fogging.
33. Lubricates prosthetic limbs.
34. Keeps pigeons off the balcony (they hate the smell).
35. Removes all traces of duct tape.
36. Folks even spray it on their arms, hands, and knees to relieve arthritis pain. ( really ?? )
37. Florida's favorite use is: 'cleans and removes love bugs from grills and bumpers.'
38. The favorite use in the state of New York, it protects the Statue of Liberty from the elements.
39. WD-40 attracts fish. Spray a little on live bait or lures and you will be catching the big one in no
time. Also, it's a lot cheaper than the chemical attractants that are made for just that purpose.
Keep in mind though, using some chemical laced baits or lures for fishing are not allowed in some
states.
40. Use it for fire ant bites. It takes the sting away immediately and stops the itch.
41. It is great for removing crayon from walls. Spray it on the marks and wipe with a clean rag.
42. Also, if you've discovered that your teenage daughter has washed and dried a tube of lipstick with
a load of laundry, saturate the lipstick spots with WD-40 and rewash. Presto! The lipstick is gone!
43. Spray it inside a wet distributor cap, it will displace the moisture, allowing the engine to start.
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Duct Tape & WD-40®:
You often hear it said “you only need two things in life: Duct Tape and WD-40." If
it doesn’t move and it should, use WD-40, if it moves and shouldn’t, use Duct Tape.

n.b about 10 years back I woke up to find spray can graffiti on my car. I sprayed it
with WD40, and after 5 minutes rubbing with a cloth and more WD40 it was all
gone, and the duco was undamaged….John R
********************************************************************

LUGARNO LIONS SPRING FESTIVAL Sept 21
This festival was held at the usual location at Gannons Park,
Peakhurst. In addition to the car show, there were about 100 stalls selling
food and all sorts of craft and other goods.
Other attractions were:
SES and Rural Fire Service vehicles and demonstrations, Fire engines
plus a mini fire engine giving rides for the kids, Police vehicle display
including a 1927 Chev police car, Carnival rides including a fairly large
Ferris wheel. show bags, Camel rides, Train rides (rubber tyred trolley), Dog
show. Dog obstacle course and an air rifle shooting range etc.
One of the main attractions was the medieval warfare display- sword
fighting and jousting. In the jousting, Sir Phillip comprehensively defeated
Sir Rod who was knocked out cold on the third charge. Most of the spectators
thought it was part of the show, until they called for the St John ambulance
representative. I walked past about an hour later and he was just being loaded
into an ambulance. He still appeared to be unconscious- dangerous sport.
There was a good selection of old and modern cars. The official
attendance was 271 cars, but my rough estimate was close to 400. I think that
271 was the number of people who handed in their registration forms, not the
number who paid at the entrance gate. The weather was good, so it was an
enjoyable day. …….Tim Dalton
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Whacky Thoughts or Contemporary Philosophers?
As I hurtled through space, one thought kept crossing my mind - every part of
this rocket was supplied by the lowest bidder.~ John Glenn
When the white missionaries came to Africa they had the Bible and we had the
land. They said 'Let us pray.' We closed our eyes. When we opened them we had
the Bible and they had the land.~ Desmond Tutu
America is the only country where a significant proportion of the population
believes that professional wrestling is real but the moon landing was faked.~
David Letterman
I'm not a paranoid, deranged millionaire. God dammit, I'm a billionaire.~ Howard
Hughes
After the game, the King and the pawn go into the same box.~ Italian proverb
Men are like linoleum floors. Lay 'em right and you can walk all over them for
thirty years.
~ Betsy Salkind
The only reason they say 'Women and children first' is to test the strength of the
lifeboats.
~ Jean Kerr
I've been married to a communist and a fascist, and neither would take out the
garbage.
~ Zsa Zsa Gabor
You know you're a redneck if your home has wheels and your car doesn't.~ Jeff
Foxworthy
When a man opens a car door for his wife, it's either a new car or a new wife.~
Prince Philip
A computer once beat me at chess, but it was no match for me at kickboxing.~
Emo Philips.
Wood burns faster when you have to cut and chop it yourself.~ Harrison Ford
The best cure for sea sickness, is to sit under a tree.~ Spike Milligan
Lawyers believe a man is innocent until proven broke.~ Robin Hall
Kill one man and you're a murderer, kill a million and you're a conqueror.~ Jean
Rostand.
Having more money doesn't make you happier. I have 50 million dollars but I was
just as happy as when I had 48 million.~ Arnold Schwarzenegger.
We are here on earth to do good unto others. What the others are here for, I have
no idea.
~ WH Auden
In hotel rooms I worry. I can't be the only guy who sits on the furniture naked.
~ Jonathan Katz
If life were fair Elvis would still be alive and all the impersonators would be dead.
~ Johnny Carson
I don't believe in astrology. I am a Sagittarius and we're very sceptical.
~ Arthur C. Clarke
Hollywood must be the only place on earth where you can be fired by a man
wearing a Hawaiian shirt and a baseball cap. ~Steve Martin
Home cooking. Where many a man thinks his wife is.~ Jimmy Durante
America is so advanced that even the chairs are electric.~ Doug Hamwell
The first piece of luggage on the carousel never belongs to anyone.~ George
Roberts
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CROSS EGYPT CHALLENGE
check out the link. http://www.letsbewild.com/cross-egypt-challenge/

CHATSWOOD STREET FAIR…..Tim Dalton
As it was starting to rain quite heavily as I was ready to leave for Chatswood, I
spent about 20 minutes trying to find out from Willoughby Council, if the Street Fair was still
on. After not receiving any specific information, I decided to go and set off in ever increasing
rain.
Just as I arrived at the venue, the rain eased off enough for me to make a dash from
my parking spot to the cover of a building awning, where I found Keith, Monica and Allen
Wall, who all admitted that they were as crazy as I was. At least, Keith and Monica had the
protection of the Lloyd, but Allen was completely exposed to the elements on his scooter. A
very wet Terry Colley turned up a little later on his scooter.
We were surrounded by vintage fire engines, and police and SES vehicles. The
Batmobile was a major attraction. Its driver seemed to have even more windscreen misting
problems than I did.
About ten minutes before the parade was due to start at 10:30am, the sky lightened
slightly and the rain eased momentarily, so the organisers started the parade a few minutes
early. I was amazed by the enthusiasm of the young school girls dancing along the street in
minimal clothing, in the pouring rain.
Although there were fewer than the normal number of spectators, I was surprised to
see so many people standing in the rain to watch the parade. Considering the conditions, I
thought the Street Parade went off quite well- better luck with the weather next year…..
( sorry, no photos of the event, nothing visible in the rain…...ed)
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Cooly Rocks On ( at Coolangatta ) & the Burwood Festival

Huge rollup of Goggos from all over at the 2014 Cooly Rocks On

Peter Luks and Niko Satria relaxing with Keith & Monica at the Burwood
Festival Sept 21st, where Vic, Keith and Allen had their vehicles on show
representing the MCSC
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More Whacky Wheels Photos
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Le Inter
Autoscooter
From
Ron Purdon’s
Collection

To be auctioned on Saturday, February 16, 2013
Sold for $161,000

SPECIFICATIONS
Origin: Lyon, France
Production: est. 280
Motor: Ydral 1-cyl, 2-stroke
Displacement: 175 cc
Power: 8.5 hp
Length: 9 ft. 8 in.
Identification No. 1706
Manufacturer: Societe Nationale de Construction Aéronautique du Nord
The Inter is the one microcar in the entire collection whose sleek lines most closely
resemble those of a small aircraft. The Cyclops headlight, slab sides, tapering tail, and in
particular, the shape of the nose contribute to this impression, as do the separate wheel spats
and the steering handlebar. It comes by its avionic looks honestly, as it was produced in the
aeronautical factories of S.N.C.A.N. (Société Nationale de Construction Aéronautique du
Nord) on behalf of A.E.M.S. (Ateliers Electromechaniques de la Seine), and sold by
G.E.S.C.O.F.I. in Paris. The French do love their acronyms.
Introduced at the Paris Salon in the fall of 1953, the little “Autoscooter” was a sensation. It
was positioned in the marketplace as halfway between a scooter and a small car, offering
stability and complete weather protection, combined with the nimbleness in traffic and
simplicity of maintenance of a scooter. The prototype on display was still under
development, however, and the actual production car differed slightly in appearance when it
finally became available to the public in the spring of 1954
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Inter Autoscooter
Two models were offered: the “Berline,” with a left-side hinged canopy complete
with glass windows in the front and rear and sliding plastic side windows, and the
“Torpedo,” with a small Plexiglas windscreen and no lifting canopy. Seating was in
tandem, with the front seat adjustable. The sunroof consisted of an elasticised piece
of fabric that fitted around a lip surrounding the roof opening. The Ydral motor (the
odd name is a reversal of the designer’s name, Lardy), in at least two versions,
drove the rear wheel by chain. The front outrigger wheels were covered by full
helmet-type fenders, which turned with the steering. A startling feature was the
ability of the front suspension to fold together on parallelogram arms upon releasing
two pins, thus reducing the overall width from 4.4 feet to 2.9 feet. Much was made
of this ability to pass through garden gates, but in reality, it was found to be
impractical, and the majority of the cars had fixed suspension. The wheels were
sprung by Niemann rubber rings, still in use on French trailers in modern times.
Also typical of aviation practice is the bicycle chain steering, in this case connecting
to a rack and pinion.
Yet another startling aviation-type feature of the Inter is its Westinghouse
“Gyrostarter,” a system similar in principle to that used on helicopters. Raising the
starter lever inside the cockpit causes the flywheel to spin at an ever-increasing
speed, accompanied by a whining sound that rises in pitch. Once the gyro is up to
speed (at least 10 seconds is recommended) the lever is quickly dropped, engaging
the motor via a hefty clutch and imparting the flywheel’s stored rotational energy to
the motor, which starts and then reverts to generator mode. This system was not
particularly effective on an out of tune engine, as the six volt battery was only good
for two or three attempts. The starting sequence itself never fails to draw a crowd.
The cars were constantly under development, and it seems no two cars were
ever exactly alike. It is a great source of interest to make detail comparisons
between vehicles. On late cars, the single central headlight was dropped in favor of
two fender-mounted lamps. Full width Messerschmitt-type front fenders were also
experimented with. Only a small number of these rare and elegant vehicles exist
today; this particular car was restored to a high standard by the British Inter expert
Robert Purton.
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Vic’s Rotary Fundraising Dinner at Bonnyrigg
A few months back we talked at our monthly meeting of the MCSC giving some
practical support to Rotary fundraising, and it all came together on Saturday 8th November.
Vic Fenech, recently took up the position of President of the Bonnyrigg Rotary
Club, after it had been running a little quietly for the past few years. He has been able to
invigorate the membership and as part of a move to be more progressive Vic organised a
dinner /dance with the theme of ‘A Night With the Cars’.
The car theme had two parts, firstly at the front of the venue ( Nouvella ) were to be
parked, about a dozen ‘exotics’ owned by Rotary members. These consisted of Mustangs,
Porsches, BMW’s, a ‘hot’ deseamed mini, a Jag convertible, and a Mercedes plus others.

Then came the Micros, we had two strategically placed either side of the front entrance
lobby ( Vic’s Mazda R360 and John’s Prinz). Inside, were Fred’s Messerschmitt mixed in
with the band, Geoff’s Trojan keeping company with the PinBall machine, and Allen’s
delightful Lambretta guarding the entrance to the kitchen.

Vic had arranged a table for us, and we wined and dined in fine style as did the paying
guests. Decorations and accessories were 50’s based, many guests dressing for the occasion.
A big part of the event was the raffle segment. Apart from the Aprilia, there were probably
around 20 other items won by around 20 happy Rotarians..
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Vic’s Rotary Fundraising Dinner at Bonnyrigg
A surprise for the night was Vic’s unveiling of a restored pedal car appropriately
named ‘Zac’ which is to be a gift for his grandson. A handsome vehicle and a lucky grandson.

Above on the left you see the Aprilia 185 Scooter which was the major raffle prize
for the night, a coincidence perhaps for our club ? Despite us all buying tickets, the Scooter
was won by a ticket in the name of a corporation…...does this mean that all employees will
have turns at using the $4500 machine? On the table is Zac’s blue pedal car, then to the right
is the band ‘Pink Chevvies’ ably supported by Fred’s grey Messer.
The day started for the MCSC people at 10 30 when we arrived to set up our vehicles
and this took a little while. Which ones, where, and inside or out. This was achieved by trial
and error by lunchtime ( drip trays in place of course). Now what to do, and leave Vic to
manage the rest of the program. Well, Allen had to head north, Geoff decided to take a ferry
ride from Parramatta to the City, and I needed to get to Parramatta. Fred had arrived a little
worse for wear and needed a place to rest his head, so we all piled into the Jeep and Allen
dropped two of us off at Parramatta and put Fred to bed at his house. Miraculously we were
all together again around 6.00 pm to welcome the guests with micro words of wisdom.

In all, the night went off very well, Fred drove back to
Colo Heights, Geoff trailered off to the Central coast
Allen also spoilt his scooter taking it on its trailer to
Lakemba, and myself under NSU power to the
Hills, all getting home safely, despite it being well after
the bewitching hour. John R
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Report on the 2014 Australian Classic Mille – South Australia
The Australian Classic Scooter Mille is a 1,000km, two day, timed event that was
organised for the first time on the October long weekend last year. It is a limited numbers
event (40 riders) for classic scooters and it was planned to coincide with, and run just
prior to, the 2013 Australian National Classic Scooter Rally which was due to be held in
Sydney, thus making it available to riders from all across Australia and taking advantage of
travel plans already in place. The inaugural event took in some wonderful roads by looping
up from Richmond through the Wollemi national Park, down to Bathurst for an overnight
stop and then through Oberon before coming back up through Goulburn and following the
South Coast road back into Sydney.
The event was such a roaring success that the second one was quickly planned,
and following the theme of running in tandem with the national rally, this year the Mille
took us to South Australia and began at Mount Lofty on the outskirts of Adelaide.
Once again, four members from The Microcar and Scooter Club took part; myself,
James Grygiel, Bill Guthrie and Terry Colley. This year our club struck a perpetual trophy
for the event, to be awarded to the rider adjudged to be ‘best & fairest’ over the two days.
Last year our own Bill Guthrie was the category winner and this year the new
award was presented to a rider from Melbourne; Brendan VandeZand on his Maicoletta.
We met at the Fountain Inn, Glenn Osmond on Wednesday night October 1st and familiar
faces from all over the country were gradually trickling in, a real buzz of anticipation filled 1
the room and after a good feed , a couple of quiet drinks, and a catch up; everyone retired
to the hotel ready for an early start at Mount Lofty summit the following morning.
By 7am nearly all riders were assembled and after a briefing by the organisers and
scrutineering of all machines the first riders were good to go, with route maps ready and a
list of ‘tasks’ to complete at key stages along the way, all designed to keep us on track, we
set off in small teams or pairs at 2min intervals and began our first day and 500km towards
our destination for the night; Waikerie.
A huge well done to the organising team for picking yet another stunning set of
roads, we first climbed into the hills and followed the corkscrew road up through Mt
Gawler reserve, and then through Tununda and endless wineries, we rode through the Clare
Valley and onto the Goyder Fwy past Gordon lagoon. As we approached the Waikerie
area, our route maps led us through endless twist and turns that had us crossing and
recrossing the Murray by small ferries, looping around Loxton and the river town of Berri
before finally heading into the finish line at the Waikerie Hotel shortly after nightfall.
There is some incredible scenery along the Murray and the local towns and their
people are equally amazing, it was very tempting to make frequent stops but we had to be
mindful of the kms still to go.

Picture to the right shows
the start of Day 2
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The sense of camaraderie on this event is really something to experience, as the last of the
riders finally made it into the safety of the Waikerie Hotel and a hot meal, everyone was
discussing their concern for other riders, some of whom were either very late arrivals or had
broken down during the day and had limped in on one of the support vehicles – it’s an
endurance event for machines as well as riders and some of the scooter simply didn’t make
it through the event in one piece. Some were repairable and James and I spent a large
portion of the night on the tray of the breakdown ute replacing the cylinder gasket on his
Lambretta, a repair that got him through day two and into the finish line at Victor Harbor
the following night!
Day two and another early start had the remaining riders back out on the road and following
the mighty Murray through Swans Reach, Mannum and Murray Bridge. After a lunch stop
there we continued down to skirt around Lake Alexandrina before picking up the coast road
and finally heading into Victor Harbor when the chequered flag and a schooner or two (or
three..) was waiting.
I can report that all Microcar and Scooter Club members finished the course, some in better
times and better shape than others. Terry Colley has to take the honours for best finisher
having completed the full course, correctly completed all tasks and made it to the line
before the vast percentage of the field. As for the pairing of myself and James, well let’s
just say that we took the very first turn on day one incorrectly and our direction finding
didn’t really get much better from there on!
And so to 2015, plans are already being hatched, and as the National Rally is taking place
on Phillip Island it looks likely that the third Mille will be taking in some of Victoria’s
finest roads and it appears the Gippsland and the Grampians are both contenders at this
stage, with a pretty full card and everyone wishing to continue their entry, if there are any
other scooter riding MCSC members that would like to take part, then register your interest
quickly! …………. Andy Jackson.
Below, is Andy presenting the MCSC trophy for Best and Fairest to Brendan VandeZand.
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‘Microcar and Scooter Club Inc’ No 987 6195.
Web site, www.microcarandscooterclub.org
Correspondence C/o MCSC. Post Office Box 42, Berowra, NSW, 2081.
President:
Scooter President
Secretary:
Treasurer:
Editor:

John Renshaw, ph 02 9484 8666, <pop.nan@optusnet.com.au>
Andy Jackson, <ozlambretta@gmail.com> ph 0406 752 533
Douglas Kennedy, ph 02 9456 0341, <douglaskennedy@internod.on.net>
Allen Wall, 02 9708 0347 or 0417 267 173, <alscooters@bigpond.com>
John Renshaw, (with Graham Sims as proof reader)

Webmaster:

Andy Jackson see above

Magazine Support:
Mag prodn/distn
Events Co-ordinator:
Events:
Research officer:
Spare parts adviser:
Club plate register
& inspector:
CMC delegates:
Publicity officer:

Fred Diwell/Julie Wall
John Renshaw and Allen Wall
Scott Stevenson with a request for assistance from all members
Allen Wall, along with committee collaboration.
Douglas Kennedy, contact as above.
Fred Diwell, 02 4565 0219, e-mail microcarscooter@skymesh.com.au>
Keith Wall, and movement day book Ph 02 9790 3803 or 02 9708 0347
Allen Wall, Peter Luks
Allen Wall.

The objectives of membership are for the preservation, restoration and promotion of Microcars
and Scooters, all kept to as original condition as practical. Monthly meetings take place at the
Greyhound Club, Boardman Ave, Yagoona, on the third Friday of each month starting at 8.00
p.m. We hold rallies and social events on a regular basis for members and associate with similar
clubs here and overseas. Localised personal information and advice can be acquired from our
state delegates or web site:








Victoria: Paul Lucas at Mornington, 03 5975 7203.
Queensland: Terry White at Kelvin Grove 07 3356 5828.
Tasmania: John Barrass at Newstead 03 6333 0544.
Western Australia Zig Pasnicki has put his hand up
08 9397 6315.
South Australia: Ian Wilson at Clearview 08 8262 3033.
Queensland Ruth Farrar (BMW specialist) 0438 883 201.
Other independent associated registers and clubs that promote the same ideals are: British two
stroke club in Victoria, Goggomobil register in NSW, Microcar Club of New Zealand, Siva in
Perth WA, Velosolex Oz group in Vic, and Southwest Brisbane motoring club inc.
The club magazine is published four times a year around the beginning of March, June,
September, and December. Items for inclusion should be submitted to the editor by the 10th of
the month prior to publication; receiving information early gives us a better chance of getting the
magazine out on time. Rates for half or full page advertisements are available at modest cost.
Membership joining and renewals can now be made by direct debit to Bendigo Bank BSB
633000.East Gosford, to MCSC Inc A/c 122802259. Make sure you put your name in the
comments section so we know who it’s from.
During compilation of this publication the MCSC editor believed all reports and information true and correct. However the
editor makes no representations, either expressed or implied as to the accuracy of information and data contained herein, and
accepts no liability for any use of the information and data or reliance placed upon it.
In other words if we got something wrong we are sorry and let us know. This particularly applies to phone numbers, dates,
technical details and name spelling. We do try our best! All rights reserved © 2014 MCSC.
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